Assignment Summary:
During the poetry unit of my general education literature survey, I hold the “Verse
Olympics.” Students come to class with poems selected—ideally, poems that they will
write about in their next essay.
The challenge of Kate’s “Verse Olympics” is for students’ to identify the prosodic
elements we have been learning about in their selected poems. Students often struggle
with poetic form—they learn a lot of new vocabulary and new concepts in a short
amount of time. To make concepts from “enjambment” to “poetic meter” easier to
understand and remember, I compare them to Olympic events.
Students go around to stations, each structured around a different event: “The Poetic
Meter Dash,” “Line Jumping: Enjambment,” “Rhyme Pair Volleyball,” “Sound Tricks:
Snowboarding Halfpipe,” etc. At each station, students try to identify the featured
poetic device in their own poems.
In the following pages, you will find the instructions for each station.

The Poetic Meter Dash

Unless it is written in “free verse,” poems usually are constructed of a series of stressed
and unstressed syllables. This pattern of stressed and unstressed (or “long” and
“short”) syllables creates the rhythm or the “meter” of the poem.
Try saying a couple of lines of your poem aloud to yourself. Try to mark down which
syllables are stressed and which are not. Do they follow a pattern? Do they tend to
follow an iambic pattern (unstressed-stressed) or a trochaic pattern (stressedunstressed)?
How does the rhythm affect the tone of the poem? How could it relate to the meaning of
the poem? Why did the author choose to write the poem with this meter?

Line Jumping: Enjambment

Enjambment occurs when a sentence continues from one line of poetry to the next. For
example:
She dealt her pretty words like Blades —
How glittering they shone —
And every One unbared a Nerve
Or wantoned with a Bone —
In the bolded lines, the grammar of the sentence continues onto the next line without
punctuation.
Enjambment can have various effects:
• As you’re reading, it can make you feel like you’re hanging in suspense at the
end of the line (like a ski jumper)
• Sometimes poets like to play with your expectations and surprise you with what
comes in the line after the enjambment
• It can make the reader pause in the middle of a sentence
• Many others!
Find examples of enjambment in your poem. What effect does it have on the meaning of
the lines? Why might the author have chosen to use enjambment in these places?

Rhyme Pair Volleyball

A rhyme is two or more words or phrases that repeat the same sounds. The matching sounds
are usually, but not always, at the end of poetic lines. Look for the following types of rhyme in
your poem, and consider why the author might want to pair two rhyming words (to compare
them? To point out their contrast? To add emphasis?)
End Rhyme: the usual form, where the last vowels in different lines are what rhyme
(To determine a poem’s rhyme scheme, you assign a single lower-case alphabetical letter,
starting with “a” to the sound of the last word in a line):
From Byron’s “She Walks in Beauty”
She walks in beauty like the night
a
Of cloudless climes and starry skies b
And all that's best of dark and bright a
Meet in her aspect and her eyes.
b
Internal Rhyme: where vowels rhyme within a single line or within multiple lines
From Poe’s “The Raven”
Once upon a midnight dreary, while I pondered, weak and weary,
Over many a quaint and curious volume of forgotten lore,
Couplets: Are any pair of rhyming lines that come one right after the other.
From Mora’s “La Migra”
boots and kick--if I have to,
and I have handcuffs.
Oh, and a gun.
Get ready, get set, run.
Slant Rhyme: Rhyme formed by similar but not identical sounds
From Philip Larkin’s “Toads”
Why should I let the toad work
Squat on my life?
Can't I use my wit as a pitchfork
and drive the brute off?

Sound Tricks: Snowboarding Halfpipe

In addition to rhyme and meter, poets can use a few other fancy tricks to shape the
sound and appearance of their poems:
Punctuation: When and where does your poem use different punctuation marks
(periods, dashes, ellipses […], exclamation marks, commas). How does this influence
the rhythm, tone, and/or imagined sound of the poem? How does the punctuation
influence the meaning of the lines?
Assonance and Alliteration: Look for repeating vowel sounds (assonance) and
consonant sounds (alliteration) in your poem. Do you think that instances of these
repeating sounds is supposed to:
• Imitate the sound of something (repeated s sounds might sound like a snake,
repeated “wh” sounds might sound like wind, etc)?
• Link words or draw emphasis to a word or idea?
Visual Layout: How are the stanzas broken up? How is the spacing on the page? How
does the poet lay out the words? Are there any words that are capitalized or in italics?
Does this change the way you approach certain lines or words? How does this influence
the meaning of the poem?

Figure (of Speech) Skating

“Figures of speech” or figurative speech involves using language in a way that is NOT literal.
Poetry is known for its use of figurative language. Try to find some of the following types in
your poem:
Metaphor: An implied comparison where one thing is described in terms of another (e.g., Emily
Dickinson’s poem “Hope is the thing with feathers” in which she uses a bird as a metaphor for
hope)
Simile: The use of like or as to compare one thing to another, as Michael Ondaatje writes “Your
voice sounds like a scorpion being pushed / through a glass tube.”
Personification: Human characteristics are given to an animal, object, or abstract idea (like love
or chaos).
Apostrophe: Directly addressing a nonexistent person or an inanimate object as though it were
a living being (e.g. Oh, you stupid computer, why have you deleted all of my English paper?)
Sensory Language: use of words and details that appeal to a reader’s physical senses (sight,
touch, taste, hearing, smell)
Anaphora: Repetition of the same word or phrase at the beginning of successive clauses, lines,
or verses
Paradox: A statement that appears to contradict itself (e.g. “This is the beginning and the end”)

